Sport and Recreation

Warbird Aero Modelling - Events in March
WARBIRDS MAKE very popular aero
models, with many keen builders and flyers
participating in this category. The variety of
models is extensive, ranging from the dawn
of flight era with WW1 wood and canvas
bi-planes to the ultra modern carbon fibre
replica jet aircraft, complete with jet turbine
engines.

wingspan which makes it a scale of 1:6.4.
The Awatoto Warbirds event winners
were: WW I: Alan Rowson, Fokker;
WW II: Trevor White, Fairey Swordfish;
Between the Wars: Jeff Clarkson, PBY
Catalina; Modern Military: Harvey Stiver,
F15; NZ Military: Peter Brown, Vampire.
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Clockwise from top left: 1: Gwenn Avenell’s Pilatus PC-9 in the colours of the RAAF Roulettes.
was not good and
included a fine display
2: Spitfire at Awatoto. 3: A pair of threatening looking MD500’s. 4: Menacing Messerschmitt Me 262.
the threat of strong
5: Frazer Brigg’s P-82 Twin Mustang had some thinking they were seeing double. 6: On the flight line of a classic dogfight
wind and heavy rain
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